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Security in games: Now, why would you want to do that?

 ‘Honour’

 To get more from a game

 ‘Because you can’

 Virtual assets

 Money



Some initial observations about security problems in games:

1. If a cheat is available, 

it will be used

2.   If a game is popular, people 

will find cheats

3. Security in games is different 

from security in ICT

4. There is a very large number 

of ways to cheat
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Game programming is a form of ICT, right?

“Information & Communication Technology”

(so, yes, definitely)

What does regular ICT do to improve security?

 Encryption

 Authentication

 Integrity checking

 Digital signatures

 Cryptographic protocols

 Higher level: Management & Policies

 Difference between prevention and detection

Basically, all of these can be applied to 

games – But some don’t make much 

sense, and the list is definitely not 

complete.
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“A Cheating Method Taxonomy” by Yan & Choi

1. Cheating by collusion

2. Cheating by abusing procedures or policies

3. Cheating related to virtual assets

4. Cheating by compromised passwords

5. Cheating by denying service for peer players

6. Cheating due to lack of secrecy

7. ...due to lack of authentication

8. ...related to internal misuse

9. ...by social engineering

10. ...modifying game software

11. ... by exploiting bugs 

or design flaws

(e.g., double login)

(disconnecting loser)

(sell rank on ebay)

(DoS during final battle)

(e.g., sniffing network)

(who’s who)

(insiders doing bad stuff)

(compromised server)

(camper)

Strange enough, most of these could be 

applied to generic applications, not just 

games – Which shows once more that 

game development is actually harder...
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Cheating Counter Measures

The obvious ones: 

“Make players security aware”, “Fair trading of virtual goods (using a 

‘trusted third party”)”, “Active complaint/response channel”, “Good 

password practice”...

What you can do as a programmer:

 Cheat detection engine

 Encrypt in-game data

 Practical network traffic 

encryption  

Cheat detection:

 Count collectables 

/ money

 Detect extreme

accuracy

 Players firing

backwards

 Too much luck

 Too fast

 ...Many other

assertions

Encrypt vital statistics used 

in your multiplayer game:

 A simple scheme suffices

 Hackers will go far!



Cheating Counter Measures : Checking Data Integrity

Poor man’s options:

 Count number of ‘1’s, modulo (2 ^ 31) – 1;

 Sum all 32bit values;

 Something even more fancy;

 Use CRC32 / MD5 / SHA1 / ... .



Cheating Counter Measures : CRC32

unsigned int p = 0xEDB88320, table[256]; 

for( int i = 0; i < 256; i++ ) 

{ 

unsigned int CRC = i; 

for ( int j = 8; j > 0; j-- ) 

if (CRC & 1) CRC = (dwCRC >> 1) ^ p; 

else CRC >>= 1; 

table[i] = CRC; 

}

void GetCRC32( unsigned char data, unsigned int& CRC32 )

{ 

CRC32 = (CRC32 >> 8 ) ^ table[data ^ (CRC32 & 255)];

} 
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unsigned int p = 0xEDB88320, table[256]; 

for( int i = 0; i < 256; i++ ) 

{ 

unsigned int CRC = i; 

for ( int j = 8; j > 0; j-- ) 

if (CRC & 1) CRC = (dwCRC >> 1) ^ p; 

else CRC >>= 1; 

table[i] = CRC; 

}

void GetCRC32( unsigned char data, unsigned int& CRC32 )

{ 

CRC32 = (CRC32 >> 8 ) ^ table[data ^ (CRC32 & 255)];

} 

CRC is used to calculate a checksum 

for a chunk of data. Note that:

 There is a probability of 1 / 2^31 that

two different sets of data have the

same checksum

 A small change will result in a large

change in the checksum

 Everybody uses CRC32 (and the

same seed)

 You can detect changes, but you

cannot see what has been changed

(unless you have the original data)





Cheating Counter Measures : Checking Data Integrity

Nutcracker security:

 Fundamental 1: Detect, but don’t tell them yet

(The fact that you detected a problem is information too)

 Fundamental 2: Don’t have one fancy test

(Wear them out)

(Don’t tack security onto your game)

 Fundamental 3: Use social engineering

(Hackers have values too)

Inspiration: BLEEM PS1 emulator / XCOPY
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http://www.gamasutra.com/features/20000724/pritchard_01.htm

Your serving of interesting reading material for this week:

http://www.terrasight.net/
http://www.terrasight.net/

